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Portland Is called the Rose city
probably because she rose to promi-
nence through the settlement of As-

toria!

But with all her roses, she can't

get over the bitterness of having to
return that stolen historical tomb-

stone!
e

For Dugdale's Browns "In some

dark hjdlng-plnc- e thou'lt crouch among
the outcast and vile, and die accursed!"

That vast Antarctic C0Btincnt ista
ions relirious denominations. It is well known that a P)P
at the present time the French government con- - twice as krge as that of Europe, is in the opinion of

tributes to the support not only of the Roman Catho- - a writer in the National Geographic Magazine
lie church, but also of Protestant churches. Jewish proven by the reports now appearing of the recent ex

r- , il . I

synagogues ana lanomeian mosques, nnaer xne ai--
pi0rations in that region. This writer says: "The

rection of a minister of public worship. Under this
AlBCTicall Commander Wilkes, returning from the

Huh?Attager tnht tuoba won?
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system tne government enjoys some advantages, irom .
far S0Uth m the existence of a vast

the supervision and control which it is thus enabled l"1;."
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and subject to the state. Nevertheless, there turning soon after, discredited Wilkes' conclusions,
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not to be understood that the government is commit-tai- n Scott shows that the mass of ice seen by Ross the larger man what you think of
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of public works and of the embassy at the Vatican, farther west, also found a somewhat similar expanse
From what has already occurred, it does not seem of ice capped land, whose limits they were unable to
rash to expect that Dr. Combes and his colleagues trace, but which is apparently a part of the same
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Some women dress to kill when theydoing by the chamber. In three cases the Dreyfus The German geographical paper known as Ex
are about to cut a fellow dead!case, the contest with the religious orders and this port says that there are 7,642,650 Chinese living out
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It is a pathetic thing to see a manlatest clash with the Vatican the government has of China or,.in other words, "as many as the total

unmistakably shown its spirit of independence of population of Sweden and Norway." According to
clericalism and its desire to make as steadily and as Export's figures, America has comparatively few
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collection plate!
m e,.fapidly as possible toward the ideal of a free church Chinese, only 272,829, a few less than the British
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when the milk trust combines within a free state. Beyond doubt, too, the chamber has island of, Hongkong alone boasts. Formosa has 2, the water company It Is time to takeshown a strong and increasingly strong disposition to 600,000, but that used to be Chinese, and they simply a trip to Mexico;
support that policy. ' haven't moved. Siam is the greatest goal of actual Jf "VVhat the French nation will say to such a pro- - emigration, having 2,500,000 Chinese, who have ab-- Music Is sometimes called heuvenly

because It Is unearthly! , .pbsal may also be forecast with some degree of as-- sorbed pretty .much all the active trade of the coun- -

surance. It is a question whether it is, as a whole, try. In the Malay peninsula, also, 895,000 Chinese
That Frisco actress who refused to

growing more or less religious. That it is growing have nearly monopolized trade under British rule, use burnt cork has certainly drawn the
color line! 'less ecclesiastical if the expression may Ue used-- !is rhe Sunda isles , have 600,000. The Philippines,

not to be doubted. The whole trend of thought has where the Chinese; are already a" problem, have only '' esse. i
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larkation of schools, army and the whole govern- - It seems that at the battle of Nanshan hill the
mental and social system. The alliance With Russia Japanese scouts learned that there were mines some-an- d

the approaehment with Great Britain, both popu-- where along the base of the bill, although they could
lar thinp, have promoted rather than impeded the not tell their exact location. Volunteers were called
movement. For, while each of those powers main- - for to discover the danger spots by marching over
tains a state church, it is a purely domestic and na- - the vicinity until they should be blown up by the
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WORLD'S FAIR, and in this connec
tion to all points beyond, makes It totional church that it maintains, and it is thus quite exploding mines, and hundreds at once vounteered.

free from external clerical influence. The French Greater heroism it is impossible to imagine even
people want to enjoy the same freedom, so as to stand though a rainstorm uncovered the mines and made ,000 TONSwith their neighbors on equal --ground. It is within the grim sacrifice unnecessary
their power to do so, and it seems probable that they I
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much more than President Francis is and with
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